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SCIENCE

Crowd(ed Spectrum
Radioaastronomers have hitherto devoted much effort to siting their
radiotelesscopes in locations as free as possible from man-made sources
of radio noise; the best locations are those remote from transmitters

of all k -inds and protected by mountains from line-of-sight transmission i
from distant sources. Even this kind of siting is far from
ideal. Raadio waves are no respecters of international or spatial boun-

desl

veak signals of distant origin may bypass the mountains by
ionosphere. Satellites pose an additional hazard.
They braDadcast directly and also may reflect waves of earthly origin
with eno )ugh intensity to interfere with reception by radiotelescopes.
When co)mmunications satellites are put into orbit the threat will be
increased 1.
Radioaastronomers the world over are in general agreement about
their neec
ds. Because of the extraordinary sensitivity of their instruments
w

daries: v

reflection from the

signals can only be distinguished from background
repeated observation and averaging of results, they need
b lands of frequencies that are entirely free of man-made radio

and becatuse weak
noise by

certain
waves.

major difficulties stand in the way of satisfaction of these needs:
Two
ot advanced countries much of the radiospectrum is already

inlmost

for governmental and private use, and international allocaalocated radio
space are controlled by treaty. Thus, any freeing of
tions of
parts of the spectrum for radioastronomy depends upon new internal

It is in this context that the Administative
International Telecommunication Union now
meeting: in Geneva is all-important for the future of radioastronomy.
The 84 p
Participating members are attempting to negotiate a new treaty
for alloc2ation of radio frequencies.
Radioaastronomers in this country have been highly critical of the
position of -the U.S. delegation, which originally proposed to reserve
only the hydrogen line from 1400 to 1427 megacycles per second and
to' work out other desirable allocations where practical. In anticipation
of the ci urrent conference, the Federal Communications Commission
rears ago made an inquiry on radioastronomy and elicited the
several yi
opinions of individual radioastronomers. All agreed upon the importance of the hydrogen line, and all wanted other bands reserved, but
they did not agree upon which ones. Many of those proposed cut
into freq uencies now in use by governmental and commercial broadCastes
asers. These could be changed only upon the establishment of
superior claims. Our delegation to the Geneva conference could not
enter inmt :o a treaty that disregarded these domestic commitments. It
could, h( owever, get a foot in the door by agreeing to a "resolution"
to
th allocal
foce te certain frequencies to radioastronomy. This would not have
the force of a treaty, nor would it require Senate ratification, but it
would pi ,ermit gradual readjustment of the requirements and would
t amoun t to a statement of intent to support the needs of radioastronomy.
It is gIratifying to report that, largely as a consequence of a meeting
at the Nrational Academy of Sciences-National Research Council on
16 Octoltber between radioastronomers and responsible government
officials, including a representative of our delegation to Geneva, the
U.s. posiition at the conference has become much more favorable to
radioastri onomy.
On 26
October the U.S. delegation, while continuing to ask for
reservatican of the hydrogen band for the exclusive use of radioastronomiy, added 16 others for joint occupancy by present users and
radioastr4 onomy. This puts the U.S. closer to the position taken by
the U.S. '
S.R., Great Britain, Belgium, the Netherlands, and others. It
the outlook for gradual clearing of the desired bands, a step
impr
that will give radioastronomy a chance to continue its spectacular
exploratil on of the cosmos.-G.DuS.
and exteirnal agreements.
Radio Cc)nference of the

